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INITIATIVE
For Women

This talk is really great, it talks about
how we need to be more brave when
it comes to the dating life. Most of us
women are like flowers, beautiful and
blooming. We just need to
show men come around
and show interest, we
need to go after the
ones we are interested in and show
them that we are
great girls. So we
need more initiative as women.
Elder Anderson also talked
about the way
we need to treat
those that we
date. We need to
that. So instead of
waiting for men to
come to us, we need
to take more initiative.

CHARACTERISTICS

FOR ATTRACTION

Elder Anderson talks about how we are
attracted to other people based on the
qualities they show. They have to see in
us, qualities that define the person that
they want for the rest of their lives. It is
extrememly important that we be the person
they need and want. Those characteristics are
mainly those that lie within us and make us
who we are.

QUOTES

FOR EVERYONE

“Don’t be afraid to take a chance with someone
who might not be an obvious choice. When
Kathy and I began to know one another, to me
she was not only a person of very deep faith and
intelligence, but she was also a Florida princess.
She wore nice clothes and had a certain sophistication. I was an Idaho farm boy. I came from
a small dairy farm just north of Pocatello, in the
little community of Tyhee.”
“As you progress in your dating to seriously considering sharing your lives together, you share
your most private thoughts, your dreams, and
your fears. You share who you are, who you have
been, and who you want to become. Complete
honesty and unselfish humility. If you struggle
with pornography or have struggled in the past,
a person considering you as an eternal companion deserves to know about your challenge and
how you have faced it. If you have had difficulty
with other addictions, keeping the law of chastity, lying or stealing, humility and honesty urges
that you give to the person you love the opportunity to spiritually and prayerfully weigh the
choices of going forward, before a proposal is
accepted and announced.” - Elder Anderson

